With an emphasis on generators with quadratic growth in the control variable we consider measure solutions of BSDE, a solution concept corresponding to the notion of risk neutral measure in mathematical finance. In terms of measure solutions, solving a BSDE reduces to martingale representation with respect to an underlying filtration. Measure solutions related to measures equivalent to the historical one provide classical solutions. We derive the existence of measure solutions in scenarios in which the generating functions are just continuous, of at most linear growth in the control variable (corresponding to generators of at most quadratic growth in the usual sense), and with a random bound in the time parameter whose stochastic integral is a BMO martingale. Our main tools include a stability property of sequences of measure solutions, for which a limiting solution is obtained by means of the weak convergence of measures.
Introduction
The most efficient formulation of pricing and hedging contingent claims on complete financial markets is given by the elegant notion of risk neutral or martingale measures. From its perspective, pricing amounts to taking expectations, while hedging boils down to pure conditioning and using martingale representation.
From the perspective of stochastic control theory, hedging consists in choosing appropriate strategies to steer a portfolio into a terminal random endowment the portfolio holder has to ensure. Backward stochastic differential equations (BSDE) are tailor-made for this purpose. On a Brownian basis, a BSDE with terminal variable ξ at time horizon T and generator f is solved by a pair of processes (Y, Z) on the interval [0, T ] satisfying
In case f = 0, the solution just requires an application of the martingale representation theorem, and Z will be given as the stochastic integrand therein. Generators f in BSDE derived from many problems of utility maximization or risk minimization turn out to be quadratic in the control variable z, and have been treated in a large number of papers starting with the pioneering one by Kobylanski [18] .
In [3] , the notion of measure solutions for BSDE has been introduced with the aim to extend the passage from the historical to the risk neutral world to a more general framework. In analogy with martingale measures in hedging which eliminate drifts in the underlying market dynamics, these solutions of BSDE are given by probability measures under which their generators are seen as vanishing. Determining a measure Q under which the generator vanishes amounts to performing a Girsanov change of probability that eliminates it. We therefore have to look at the BSDE in the form
where z · g(s, y, z) = f (s, y, z), and study the measure
for the martingale M = · 0 g(s, Y s , Z s )dW s . Supposing that such a measure Q is equivalent to the historical measure P, the classical solution pair (Y, Z) results from projection and representation respectively, i.e.
whereW is a Wiener process under Q. It is known from [3] that basically all classical solutions can be interpreted as measure solutions.
In this paper we view measure solutions still more generally as probability measures Q related to terminal variables ξ and generating functions g such that the operation of projection and representation providing the pair of processes (Y, Z) according to (3) leads to an interpretation of the exponential martingale density ζ in dQ dP = exp Obviously, in case Q ∼ P this notion allows to identify (Y, Z) as the classical solution of (1) related to the generator f (·, z) = z · g(·, z), since
Note that a generator f which is quadratic in z corresponds to a generating function g which is of at most linear growth in z. Our main aim is to provide a result on the existence of a measure solution (and thus a classical one) in a scenario in which the terminal variable is bounded, the generating function g is just continuous off the hyperplane z = 0 and fulfills the rather general boundedness hypothesis |g(s, ·, z)| ≤ C(|z| + φ s ), where the stochastic integral of φ with respect to W is a BMO martingale. Note that in this scenario the bound on g may be random, a detail which turned out to be of considerable practical relevance for example in [1] and [2] . The main tool we develop in order to reach this goal consists in a stability property for measure solutions. Given a sequence of measure solutions (Q n ) n∈N associated with terminal conditions and generating functions given by (ξ n , g n ) n∈N , we formulate sufficient conditions under which a limiting measure solution can be found, as a weak limit of the sequence (Q n ) n∈N . Given a generating function in the situation of our main existence theorem, the sequence of approximating measure solutions is constructed along smoothed approximations of the generating function, obtained by a new technique based on comparison properties of classical minimal solutions. Owing to the boundedness conditions valid for the generating function g, BMO martingale techniques play an important role in our reasoning.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 1, we explain the notion of measure solution and a slight modification of it, the almost-measure solution. In section 2, our main result on the stability of measure solutions is established in a technical proof based on tools related to the weak convergence of probability measures and the martingale representation of their Radon-Nikodym densities (Theorems 1 and 2). This result is combined with comparison related tools in section 3 to prove our main statement on the existence of measure and classical solutions of BSDE (Theorem 3). In an appendix we collect some (extensions of) well known results about BMO martingales, martingale representation and duality in normed spaces.
Preliminaries
Let (Ω, F T , P, (F t ) t∈[0,T ] ) be a filtered probability space, such that the filtration satisfies the usual hypotheses. Assume furthermore there exists a d-dimensional Brownian motion W on [0, T ], which is progressive with respect to (F t ) t∈[0,T ] and such that F t = F W t , the natural filtration generated by W (and augmented by the null sets).
Define for q ≥ 1 and any probability measure Q the set H q (R m , Q) as the space of all progressive
Let Q ∼ P be a probability measure. Define R T := 
Then W Q is a Brownian motion with respect to Q according to Girsanov's Theorem. It is well known (e.g. Lemma 1.6.7 in [16] ) that W Q has the representation property in (F t ) t∈[0,T ] , i.e. for any real-valued F T -measurable ξ, which is integrable with respect to Q, we have
with some progressively measurable process Z such that
If f is proper and X is a progressive R n -valued process, then the process (ω, s) −→ f (ω, s, X s (ω)) is progressive as well. This is because the mapping 
The following definition presents the principal concept of this paper.
Definition 2. For a given probability measure Q ∼ P and ξ ∈ L 1 (F T , Q), let ζ, Z and Y be as above.
Definition 3. For a given probability measure Q ∼ P and ξ ∈ L 1 (F T , Q) let ζ, Z and Y be defined as in section 1. Let
be proper. We say that Q is an almost measure solution (a.-measure solution) of the BSDE given by g and ξ if
Remark 2. Obviously measure solutions are always a.-measure solutions. Substituting the definition of an a.-measure solution into (4) and the result into (5) we have
And similarly using
Thus (Y, Z) is also a classical solution of the BDSE given by the generator f which satisfies
and the terminal condition Y T = ξ.
Remark 3. If there is a properĝ, which might differ from g, but satisfies z ·ĝ(·, z) = z · g(·, z) and if for ζ :=ĝ(·, Y, Z) the measureQ := E(ζ • W ) T · P is a probability measure satisfying EQ[|ξ|] < ∞, then it must be already a measure solution of the BSDE given byĝ and ξ. In fact, for t ∈ [0, T ] we have
where Wζ t := W t − t 0ζ s ds is a Brownian motion with respect toQ.
and soQ is indeed a measure solution. In most cases we will setĝ := g.
Stability Results
In this section we shall consider stability properties of the measure solution concept. More formally, we shall look at sequences of measure solutions related to sequences of terminal conditions and generators, and provide answers to the question: under which additional conditions concerning these model parameters will an eventually existing weak limit measure describe a measure solution. We shall find sufficient conditions for this to hold, including uniform L p -boundedness of the Radon-Nikodym derivatives of the sequence of measures, and suitable convergence properties for the sequences of terminal conditions and generators. Our main results are given by the following two technical theorems. Theorem 1. Let (Q n ) n∈N be a sequence of measures, such that for any n ∈ N, Q n describes a measure solution of the BSDE given by some proper g n and ξ n ∈ L 0 (F T ) and let Y n , Z n correspond to Q n and ξ n in the sense of section 1. Let p, q > 1 such that 1/p + 1/q = 1 and assume the following: Then (Q n ) n∈N converges "weakly" to a probability measure Q in the sense
and Q is a measure solution of the BSDE given by g and ξ.
Before we prove this result, let us discuss conditions i)-iv): Conditions ii) and iv) essentially mean that the approximating BSDE should converge to the limiting BSDE in some sense. Condition i) can be seen as a compactness criterion. It stipulates that the p-norms of the RadonNikodym-derivatives of the measure change between Q n and P should be uniformly bounded in n in both "directions". This control is essential to conclude the existence of a cluster point Q which will later be shown to be a limit. Condition iii) is necessary to conclude convergence of the sequence of measure solutions. It can be shown later that Y must be the Y -process of the measures solution of the limiting BSDE. When applying the Theorem, condition iii) will usually be verified by choosing for a given pair (g, ξ) the approximating (g n , ξ n ) in such a way that the associated generators f n (·, z) := z · g n (·, z), z ∈ R d , as well as the terminal conditions ξ n are chosen from a monotonically increasing or decreasing sequence. This allows to apply the comparison theorem to conclude monotonicity of the Y n , which in turn will imply their convergence in H q (R, P) by means of dominated convergence.
Firstly we claim, that in order to prove the theorem it is actually sufficient to show that all subsequences of (Q n ) n∈N possess a particular probability measure Q as a cluster point (with respect to convergence figuring in (6) ) and that this measure Q is a measure solution of the BSDE given by g and ξ.
In fact, assume that this is the case. Let X ∈ L q (P). Then
T X], n ∈ N, is a bounded sequence by Hölder's inequality. Hence there exists a subsequence (Q n k ) k∈N such that E Qn k [X] converges to the superior limit of the sequence. But then for a subsequence of (Q n k ) k∈N the corresponding subsequence of (
. Hence E Q [X] is equal to the superior limit of (E Qn [X]) n∈N . Similarly, the inferior limit would also be equal to E Q [X]. This concludes the proof.
Let us now show in several steps that all subsequences of (Q n ) n∈N possess a probability measure Q as a cluster point, and that this measure is a measure solution of the BSDE given by g and ξ. Since (R n T ) n∈N (or any subsequence of (
together with a subsequence of (R n T ) n∈N (or of any subsequence of (R n T ) n∈N ), which we will again denote by (R n T ) n∈N , converging weakly to
This holds true since L p (P) is a reflexive Banach space. ¿From this we conclude that E[R T X] ≥ 0 for all non-negative and bounded X ∈ L ∞ (F T ), which means that R T is a.s. non-negative (setting X = 1 {R T <0} we have R T 1 {R T <0} = 0 a.s.). Furthermore setting X = 1 we get E[R T ] = 1. This means that Q := R T · P is a probability measure.
It remains to show that Q is indeed a measure solution of the BSDE given by g and ξ and that Q is uniquely determined and does not depend on the subsequence chosen.
Claim1: Q is equivalent to P and E Q dP dQ p < ∞. Proof: Using Lemma 9 we obtain
This means E
< ∞, and therefore R T > 0 P-a.s., and thus we have Q ∼ P.
for some progressively measurable ζ n , and similarly
. We now claim that ζ n converges to ζ in a weak sense.
Claim2
:
Proof: Using Itô's formula we obtain for n ∈ N
and
, which follows from the BDG inequalities. On the other hand we can calculate the co-variation of the martingales R n and X by
for some localizing sequence of stopping times (τ k ). Using (7), sup n E[(R n T ) p ] < ∞ and the BDG inequalities we have
which by Cauchy-Schwarz' and Hölder's inequalities implies sup n E
Here we use in particular that as a corollary of Doob's inequality sup
It is not difficult to show that for n ∈ N, ξ n ∈ L 2 (Q n ) using Hölder's inequality and ii) as well as the p-integrability of R n T . The same holds for ξ and Q. We define W Qn := W − · 0 ζ n s ds and W Q := W − · 0 ζ s ds which are Brownian motions with respect to Q n and Q respectively. We can furthermore write:
with some progressively measurable Z n and Z. Now define
In order to complete the proof we have to show ζ = g(·, Y, Z). This will follow from ζ n = g n (·, Y n , Z n ), n ∈ N, using an appropriate kind of convergence of ζ n to ζ and Z n to Z. We will use the type of convergence shown in Claim2. It has the property of uniqueness of limits, as shown in the following. If lim n→∞ E Qn T 0 a n s λ s ds = E Q T 0 a s λ s ds for all bounded progressively measurable λ and at the same time lim n→∞ E Qn T 0 a n s λ s ds = E Q T 0 b s λ s ds for all such λ, then a and b must be equal dP ⊗ dt-a.e. This follows from E Q T 0 (b s − a s )λ s ds = 0 for all bounded λ and the equivalence of Q and P. We will therefore apply the following strategy. In order to complete the proof, recalling Claim2, it is sufficient to show
for a class of progressive λ large enough to be specified later. In order to prove this we will first show
and then use
will follow after passing to a subsequence. This conclusion, obtained in the following six step argument, will finally imply (9).
Step1: For all bounded progressively measurable processes λ we have:
Proof: For n ∈ N first write ξ n R n T as
and define the martingale
and remembering
T 0 R n s ζ n s dW s we can use Itô's formula to express Z n in terms of R n , V n , ζ n and η n explicitly (e.g. Lemma 1.6.7 in [16] ). We end up with
A similar formula holds for Z, ζ, R, V := E[R T ξ|F · ] and η such that
We first want to show lim n→∞ E T 0 η n s λ s ds = E T 0 η s λ s ds . The argument relies on the fact that
valid for n ∈ N and a similar one for the limiting processes. This is guaranteed by ξ n R n T being in some L p ′ (P) with 1 < p ′ small enough following from Hölder's inequality and i), ii), which also implies
The next argument gives lim
for n → ∞. Here we employed the convergence of ξ n to ξ in L 2q (P) as well as X ∈ L r (P) for all r ≥ 1. Furthermore we used the weak convergence of R n T to R T and ξX ∈ L q (P)
and thus
An
(see (8) ), the first step would follow from
This holds essentially because of condition iii), according to which Y n has a limit in the above sense. It remains to verify that Y = Y . For this purpose it will be sufficient to show that Y n converges both to Y and Y in a weak sense. Setting X = T 0 µ s ds for some bounded progressively measurable µ we have
For the limit we used the reasoning of (10). On the other hand Y n must converge to Y in the same sense. Indeed we have for
This first summand converges to zero by i), iii) and the boundedness of µ. The second one converges to zero as well due to the weak convergence of R n T to R T , for which we need 
Here we used E
Step2: We have
Proof: This follows from Itô's isometry based on
. Both statements follow from the strong convergence of ξ n to ξ stated in ii) and the weak convergence of R n T to R T . We only give details for the last one. In fact
as n → ∞. Here we used ii), sup n E[|ξ n | 2q ] < ∞ and ξ 2 ∈ L q (P).
Step3: We claim that, eventually passing to a subsequence, we can assume w.l.o.g.
Proof: First of all, as a consequence of the BDG inequalities, ii) and the definition of Z we get
with Hölder's inequality implies
which in turn implies
again by Hölder's inequality. Since by Cauchy-Schwarz' inequality E Qn T 0 Z n s Z s ds , n ∈ N, is a bounded sequence, we can assume w.l.o.g. that it is convergent, after eventually passing to a subsequence. Hence
Therefore it remains to show
We have
The result follows fromZ k → Z, dominated convergence and (11).
Step4: Passing to a subsequence once more, we deduce
Proof:
Hence by choosing a subsequence which we again denote by the same symbols we have |Z n −Z| 2 ∧ 1 T → 0 a.e., which means Z n → Z a.e. We can also assume Y n → Y = Y a.e. This means in particular that (Y n s (ω), Z n s (ω)) is a bounded sequence for a.a. (ω, s). Hence by iv) Step5: For all bounded progressively measurable λ such that sup n |g n (s, Y n s , Z n s )λ s | ≤ C λ with some constant C λ ∈ R depending only on λ we have: 
But this follows from Step4 by noting
which tends to zero for n → ∞ by dominated convergence using the uniform boundedness of g n (·, Y n , Z n )λ and hence g(·, Y, Z)λ.
Step6: Using Claim2, Step5 and ζ n = g n (·, Y n , Z n ), n ∈ N, we have
for all bounded progressive λ such that sup n |g n (·, Y n , Z n )λ| ≤ C λ . Now define for all C > 0
which is progressive, bounded and satisfies |g n (·, Y n , Z n )λ C | ≤ C 2 . This implies
and hence
Clearly sup n |g n (ω, s, Y n s (ω), Z n s (ω))|, g(ω, s, Y s (ω), Z s (ω)) and ζ s (ω) are real numbers for almost all (ω, s). Hence letting C go to infinity we have ζ = g(·, Y, Z) dP ⊗ ds-a.e., which means that Q is a measure solution of the BSDE given by g and ξ.
It remains to mention that although in our construction Q depends on the choice of a weakly convergent subsequence of (R n T ) n∈N , we always end up with the same Q, since it is already determined byỸ = Y = E Q [ξ|F · ]. Once the Y -process of a measure solution Q is given, the Z-process is uniquely determined by the martingale part of Y and this already determines
Remark 4. In particular we have shown
Remark 6. In addition we have proven that each subsequence of (Z n ) n∈N has a subsequence which converges to Z P ⊗ λ [0,T ] -a.e. In other words (Z n ) n∈N converges to Z in measure.
In the following theorem, the result of Theorem 1 will be refined and extended to a situation in which the generating sequence (g n ) n∈N converges to g only uniformly on compacts avoiding the origin in R d and in which accordingly only a.-measure solutions are involved.
Theorem 2. Let (Q n ) n∈N be a sequence of measures, each giving an a.-measure solution of the BSDE given by some g n and ξ n . Let p, q > 1 such that 1/p + 1/q = 1 and such that:
iii) Y n := E Qn [ξ n |F · ] converges for n → ∞ to some Y ∈ H q (R, P) a.e. and in H q (R, P),
Then there exists an a.-measure solution of the BSDE given by g and ξ.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1. We again start by passing to a subsequence in order to obtain a weak cluster point. The proof differs beginning with Step4, since
For this purpose, using Step2 (see Step4 in the proof of Theorem 1 for details), we can assume w.l.o.g. that Z n → Z a.e. Hence the sequence (Z n s (ω)) will for a.a. (ω, s) such that Z s (ω) = 0 be contained in some compact set not containing 0 for n large enough. Therefore . (ω, s) . We also have, by the continuity of g outside {(y, z)| y ∈ R, z = 0}:
for a.a. (ω, s). This proves the assertion. Using this we can replace Step5 in the proof of Theorem 1 by the statement
with some constant C λ > 0 depending only on λ.
On the other hand, using Claim2, we have
for all progressive bounded λ and all N ∈ N. Considering
for all n ≥ N , this implies
which is progressive, bounded and satisfies
If we let C, N → ∞, we finally obtain
taking into account that Z s (ω) = 0 implies that Z n s (ω) will lie in a compact set not containing 0 for n large enough for a.a. (ω, s) and then g n (s, Y n s , Z n s )(ω) will be bounded and the sequence (Z n s (ω)) will be bounded away from 0.
We have thus proven that Q = E(ζ • W ) T · P is an a.-measure solution.
Remark 7. As in Theorem 1 it follows that
Remark 9. In addition we have proven that each subsequence of (Z n ) n∈N has a subsequence which converges to Z, dP ⊗ dt-a.e. (where Z is already uniquely determined by the martingale part of Y ). In other words (Z n ) n∈N converges to Z in measure.
Existence Results
Equipped with the stability properties of the preceding section, we can now return to the question of existence of measure solutions, and thus to solutions of the associated BSDE. Using regularization techniques we will derive existence results in scenarios where the generator function g is continuous off the origin in R d and roughly of at most linear growth in z, i.e. the classical generator f (·, y, z) = z · g(·, y, z), y ∈ R, z ∈ R d is subquadratic in z. We will therefore consider proper functions Then there exists a measure solution of the BSDE given by g and ξ.
Proof. Step1 We regularize the generator. To do this, for ε > 0, y ∈ R, z ∈ R d let
Now define for y ∈ R and z ∈ R df ε (·, y, z) := zg ε (·, y, z). We claim that lim ε→0fε (ω, s, ·, ·) = f uniformly for almost all fixed (ω, s). Indeed, since f (ω, s, ·, ·) is uniformly continuous and bounded, lim ε→0 (f * ρ ε )(ω, s, ·, ·) = f (ω, s, ·, ·) uniformly and
Hence lim ε→0fε (ω, s, ·, ·) = f (ω, s, ·, ·) uniformly as well.
Step2 We now construct Lipschitz continuous and uniformly bounded approximating sequences (g n ) n∈N resp. (f n ) n∈N of g resp. f . To this end, for any ε > 0, for all polynomials p and l ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. In particular
and accordingly
This means
a form of monotonicity we will use later. We have also shown
Note in addition that E andg ε (ω, s, ·, ·) converges for ε → 0 uniformly to g(ω, s, ·, ·) on such compacts, g n (ω, s, ·, ·) converges uniformly to g on such compacts as well (for a.a. (ω, s)) as n → ∞. In addition, for n ∈ N, f n is Lipschitz continuous in (y, z) according to the definition ofg ǫ andf ǫ . In fact, for
which means thatf ε is differentiable with respect to to (y, z) with uniformly bounded derivatives, since f, g and the derivatives of ρ ε and zρ ε are all uniformly bounded. Furthermoref ε and therefore f n are uniformly bounded. Similarly g n is Lipschitz continuous and uniformly bounded for n ∈ N, because theg ε , ε > 0, possess this property.
Step3 We now apply Theorem 2 to show the existence of some a.-measure solution Q of the BSDE given by g and ξ. Since for n ∈ N the approximations f n , g n are Lipschitz continuous there exists a measure solution Q n of the BSDE given by g n and ξ − T 0 β (n) s ds =: ξ n . This is guaranteed by a slight extension (including y as a variable in the generator) of the relationship between classical and measure solution explained in [3] in the case of Lipschitz continuous generator. We check the validity of the hypotheses of Theorem 2.
Condition i):
We have to show sup
But this holds for all p > 1 as a consequence of the uniform boundedness of g n .
Condition ii) holds for q = 2 by dominated convergence.
Condition iii):
It is sufficient to show monotonicity of (Y n ) n∈N and boundedness of Y n
. The latter follows from the boundedness of ξ n L 2 (R,P) n∈N . We will now show montonicity using the comparison In the following lemma, we obtain a stronger result than in Lemma 2. In fact, we are able to drop the uniform continuity condition iii) of Lemma 2.
Lemma 3. Let ξ ∈ L ∞ (F T ) be bounded by some constant K. Let g be proper, let g and f (·, y, z) = z · g(·, y, z), y ∈ R, z ∈ R d , be uniformly bounded and let g(ω, s, ·, ·) be continuous at all points (y, z) such that z = 0 for a. a. (ω, s) . Then there exists a measure solution of the BSDE given by g and ξ.
.g is proper and g(ω, s, ·, ·) is continuous at all points (y, z) such that z = 0 for a. a. (ω, s) . A measure solution of the BSDE given byg and ξ will be a measure solution of the BSDE given by g and ξ as well, sinceỸ is bounded by K. Hence w.l.o.g we can assume f =f and g =g. Approximate f , which is obviously continuous, from below by f n , n ∈ N, which is uniformly bounded and uniformly continuous in (y, z) and such that f n (·, y, z) = f (·, y, z) for |y| ≤ K, |z| ≤ 1, and such that (f n ) n∈N , is pointwise increasing and converges to f uniformly on compact sets S for a. a. (ω, s) . One possible definition for (f n ) n∈N is given by f n (·, y, z) := inf
for all z ∈ R d , y ∈ R, n ∈ N, where we use the convention , s) , because of the convergence of f n to f . Considering the BSDEs given by g n and ξ there exist, according to Lemma 2 corresponding (minimal) measure solutions Q n . According to Corollary 2 for the corresponding Y n we have the inequality Y n ≤ Y n+1 a.e.. Furthermore (Y n ) n∈N is uniformly bounded by K. Hence condition iii) of Theorem 1 is satisfied. The remaining three are easy to check. Theorem 1 is therefore applicable, and there exists an a.-measure solution of the BSDE given by ξ andĝ. However, sinceĝ is bounded and for z ∈ R d we have zĝ(·, z) = zg(·, z), there must exist a measure solution of the BSDE given by ξ and g as well, according to Remark 3.
Corollary 3. The solution (Q, Y ) constructed in Lemma 3 is minimal in the following sense. For boundedξ ≥ ξ andf (·, z) = z ·ǧ(·, z), z ∈ R d , such that the pair (ǧ,f ) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3 and such that f ≤f pointwise, we have for a measure solutionQ: Y ≤Y a.e., whereY corresponds toQ andξ in the sense of section 1.
Proof. This is easily shown by means of the approximating generators f n from the proof of Lemma 3 satisfying f n ≤f , n ∈ N. This implies Y n ≤Y by Corollary 2. Therefore Y = lim n→∞ Y n ≤Y .
In the following main existence theorem of this paper the statement of the preceding lemma is extended to generating functions g that are not uniformly bounded. We are able to treat cases in which the upper bound on |g(s, ·, z)| is at most proportional to |z| and provided by a progressive process φ such that its stochastic integral with respect to W generates a BMO martingale. More prescisely, we have Theorem 3. Let ξ ∈ L ∞ (F T ). Let g be proper, assume that g(ω, s, ·, ·) is continuous at all points (y, z) such that z = 0 for a.a. (ω, s), and |g(s, ·, z)| ≤ C(|z| + φ s ), s ∈ [0, T ], z ∈ R d , with some progressive φ ∈ BM O(P) (see Appendix A) and a constant C > 0. Then there exists a measure solution of the BSDE given by g and ξ.
The following result extends Proposition 7.3 in [9] . It provides conditions on the increase rate of the drift term of a stochastic equation which give bounds on the BMO norm of its stochastic integral part.
Lemma 6. Let Y , Z, X, ψ, ϕ be some progressive processes such that Y is bounded and
Let X ≤ ψ 2 + |Z|ϕ + C|Z| 2 with some C > 0 and ϕ, ψ ∈ BM O(P).
Then there exists a constant K which only depends on ϕ BM O(P) ∨ ψ BM O(P) ∨ C ∨ Y ∞ such that Z BM O(P) ≤ K.
Proof. By hypothesis
Defineψ := ψ 2 + 
